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trast to the pacifist and integrationist
message of Martin Luther King. Ultimately, his break away from the militant Black Muslims to form his own
movement led to his murder.
Today the marketing of Malcolm X
is also riven with internal feuding.
Some of the current interest in the
leader comes from the forthcoming
Warner Bros. film Malcolm X, a hagiography directed by Spike Lee. Ballantine will issue a new edition of The
Autobiography of Malcolm X tied to
the film's November opening.
By R. Lee Sullivan
But a fight is brewing. Since last
year Lee's merchandising company,
ees under contract, and 70 more are 40 Acres and a Mule Merchandising,
MALCOLMX, the fiery black activist,
trying to work out deals.
has marketed apparel bearing an "X"
said he'd achieve his goals "by any
logo. Claiming the "X" is a transparThe audience for Malcolm X-wear
means necessary.v-He probably never
is primarily black. But like rap music
expected those means would include
ent reference to the Malcolm X tradelicensed T shirts, jewelry, baseball
and other trends born in the black
mark, Betty Shabazz, through Curtis
community, the Malcolm X marketManagement, is demanding a piece of
caps, mugs, posters, sunglasses, board
games and potato chips.
.
ing movement is starting to cross over
Lee's merchandising
action. "The
to a white audience. Curtis ManageToday Malcolm X's image 'has beproducts that Spike Lee does are a
blatant
[trademark]
infringecome as hot as his rhetoric was.
Retail sales of licensed Malcolm X
~ ment," charges Mark Roesler,
products, all emblazoned with a
~ chief executive of Curtis Managelarge "X," could reach $100 milment. "It's our job to see that the
lion this year, according to Curtis
family is compensated, and whatever it takes to do that, we will
Management
Group,
which
manages licensing for Malcolm
do."
Retorts Jay Lodico, marketing
X's estate. If so, the estate could
collect as much as $3 million in
coordinator
for Roman
Co.,
royalties.
which plans to produce 100,000
The estate is controlled by Bet"X" baseball caps for Spike Lee
ty Shabazz, Malcolm X's widow.
this year: "Spike Lee is where this
Until recently, Shabazz had no
'X' craze originated. Any others
reason to think the name could
are knockoffs." (Lee himself desell merchandise: Malcolm X was
clined to talk to FORBES.)
assassinated in 1965, and the
Spike Lee isn't the only one
generation born after his death
trying to get a free ride on the
knew little if anything of him.
Malcolm X name. Snack Pak Ine.
Between 1986 and 1988, Pathof Philadelphia markets X Chips,
finder Press sold just 58,000
otherwise indistinguishable from
1t;
copies of Malcolm X's speeches.
normal potato chips but for a big
But a proliferation of black hisBeat the system playing Identity Toys' " X" game-and
"X" on the bag. The company
tory courses at urban colleges has
munch Snack Pak's "X" chips
doesn't have a license and insists
made the name more familiar and
Identity President Lucy Holifield: "H's not a s0it doesn't need one since it arhelped launch a mini Malcolm X cial thing, it's a way to make money."
gues that its use of the letter X
revival. In the past three years
has nothing to do with Malcolm
Pathfinder
Press
has
sold
X. When
pressed,
however,
240,000
copies of his collected
ment's "X" merchandise is finding its Snack Pak consultant Larry Depp
way into mainstream retailers like J. c. admits that the new interest in Malspeeches, and sales of The Autobiography of Malcolm X (Ballantine Books)
Penney, Federated and Montgomery
colm X might help sales.
have tripled, to 2.4 million copies.
Ward After basketball star Michael
According to David McWilliams of
Shabazz began noticing that MalJordan was seen on television sportFashion Victim, which makes licensed
colm X shirts were starting to appear
ing a Malcolm X hat, white fans start·
T shirts and hats, sales of unlicensed
on the sidewalks. Figuring she was ed stocking up on the hip headgear.
Malcolm X products may hit $20
losing out on licensing revenues, she
When he was alive, Malcolm X million this year. That would be definally retained Curtis Management
preached self- reliance, black separatpriving Betty Shabazz of up to $1
million or so in royalties.
_
ism and militant resistance, in conlast January. There are now 35licens-

For years after his assassination, Malcolm X was more
or less forgotten. Suddenly, his name is a hot property.

Spike Lee versus

Mrs. Malcolm X
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